The Rest of the Best

6. **Partially Examined Life.** This philosophy blog provides a thorough and warm introduction to the potentially heady subject, with a funny twist.

7. **Philosophy Bites.** Noted academic Nigel Warburton interviews modern philosophers with a few things to say about their take on philosophical studies.

8. **Philosophy: In Our Time.** The British Broadcasting Company, perennially famed for its overwhelmingly top-notch coverage, brings their outstanding production style to the world of modern thinking.

9. **Philosophy Talk.** This blog, aiming to "question everything but your intelligence," offers great posts and solid podcasts on the topic.

10. **Phil Classics.** Those looking for a hearty discussion of the great works in the philosophical realm will rejoice with this site.

11. **Learn Out Loud: Philosophy.** A wealth of podcasts relating to philosophy, and diverse as all get out, can be found right here.

12. **Philosophy Podcast Directory.** This site basically functions as a huge inventory of great and wide ranging philosophy-related podcasts.

13. **Podcast Directory II.** If the above link just couldn't satisfy you with the number of podcasts on offer, look here for bountiful additions to the pile.

14. **Sick and Wrong.** The podcast stands as "your hearing aid into the dark, depraved, and dripping abscess that is contemporary society."

15. **Saint Anselm Philosophy Blog.** "Ideas and opinions" from one of the nation's foremost philosophy departments makes for a great listen.

16. **Philosophy at Bristol.** Bristol University in the United Kingdom sees this podcast as an extension of their classrooms' learning.

17. **Virtual Philosopher.** A well-studied and proficient writer on philosophy dedicates this blog to chronicling the thoughts of himself and his readers.

18. **Ethics Bites.** If you're looking to "go in search of answers to the big ethical questions" that are currently important society, this is your site.

19. **The Survival Podcast.** This blog site provides a "modern survival philosophy" to apply to everything from rescuing a cat to getting out of bed.

20. **Food Philosophy.** There exist quite a few links between the ways in which we think and the food in which we indulge; taste more of the subject here.

21. **The Proslogion.** This blog focuses on the philosophy of religion and will be a huge favorite with anyone wondering about the idea of deity in society.